
Private Patent & Estate
__________________________ Authorized Agent/Beneficiary of Trust
__________________________
__________________ (zip)_________
ph:_____-_______-_______
email:________________@______________

TO: TRUSTEES, ET AL; OF THE “H.M.S. _______________COUNTY 
COMBINED COURT, ET AL; a.k.a. “A FOREIGN MILITARY & 
MERCHANT VESSEL;”
_________________________
_________________________,_______(Zip

DATE: ____,_____ 2015

ATTENTION: ALL TRUSTEES, AND THE CLERK OF THE COURT

SUBJECT #1: NOTICE OF DEFAULT & DISHONOR
SUBJECT #2: RIGHTS OF SALVAGE DEMANDED
SUBJECT #3: CASE #_______________IS DISMISSED WITH EXTREME 
PREJUDICE.
“The entire taxing and monetary system are hereby, placed under the UCC.” 

NOTICE TO AGENT IS NOTICE TO PRINCIPLE! NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL IS NOTICE 
TO AGENT!

____________________________________________________________________

NOTICE OF DEFAULT & DISHONOR

1. Comes now NOT the “DEFENDANT,” nor the “RESPONDENT,” nor any other

2. CORPORATE FICTION, or CORPORATE ARTIFACE, but a CONTRACTUAL 
BENEFICIARY OF THE 1933 FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY TRUST, an injured, 
unincorporable, Natural Man born of, and inhabiting the Land in peace, and “one” that 
is NOT a slave, capitive, property, prize, creature, or subject of the SEA;

4.      This injured Natural Man does, out of cause & necessity, lay CLAIM for Remedy,



5.  Salvage, and Bounty, on, and against the “Public & Private bodies, aliases, entities,

6.  patents, and estates” of those known to all other men, 
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________; and their 
foreign corporate flagship known to all Nations to 

7.  operate only on the SEA, and NOT on the land, as the “H.M.S. _________________

8.  COUNTY COMBINED COURTS;”

 HISTORY:

10.  This “hostile, armed, vessel,” flying the military colors of a foreign nation, has 

11.  been found intentionally BEACHED on dry Land, as if a Trojan Horse, with its

12.  “officers & crew” criminally impersonating, and criminally trespassing, upon the

13.  Land and territories known as the County of_________________, State of 
___________________, in the

14.  Land, and Territory, known as the Continental uNited States of America; This Land,

15.  barren of any lawful Treaty, or Contract, is inhabited by this Natural Man, and

16.  other Free, Liberty-minded, peaceful, non-military, unincorporable, flesh & blood,

17.  Men, Women, and Children, who, again, by necessity & cause, have risen in

18.  mutual defense of their individual Lands, patents, estates, properties, honest

19.  labors, and all other Spiritual & Earthly possessions, both tangible & intangible;

20.      These Spiritual & Earthly possessions include, but are NOT limited to; all of my,

21.  and the People’s, Un-Limited, created, god-given, inherited, and individual Natural

22.  & UnLienable Rights to their individual free will of Consent; the Rights to their

23.  individual free speech; the Rights to individually & collectively assemble, whether in

24.  Peace, or in Arms; the Rights of individual or collective redress against tyranny or

25.  oppressive governments; the Rights to abolish such corrupt governments;

26.  the Rights of, and to, individual privacy, and to be left alone; the Rights to one’s



27.  individual or collective convictions & beliefs, the Rights to individually or collectively

28.  bear arms; the Rights to be individually and/or collectively protected, defended, and

29.  shielded from All enemies, both foreign, and domestic; the Rights to free Natural

30.  resources; (ie, clean air, water, food, electricity, communications, etc;) without

31.  exhorbinant & oppressive taxation, license, or gratuitous bailments; the Rights to

32.  be safe within their individual & collective private properties, estates; the Rights to

33.  honest, ethical, moral governments-elected; Rights to fair individual or collective

34.  trade &commerce without gratuitous contracts; the Rights to individually or

35.  collectively travel without license, obstruction, unwarranted, unreasonable, or

36.  extortive fines, fees, or tolls imposed; and Rights Infinitum, etc., etc., etc.;

      ____________________________________________________________

RIGHTEOUS & UNIVERSAL CLAIM TO SALVAGE      

37.      Having given Lawful, courteous, exhaustive, and proper Private NOTICE,

38.  DEMANDS, and REQUESTS for their true identities & jurisidictions, for the “H.M.S.

39.  ____________COUNTY COMBINED COURTS,” and to it’s officers & crew of their

40.  violations in operating their “Trade/Merchant Vessel” as a “Military Vessel,” and as

41.  an “Admiralty Vessel” on the Land, and having NOTICED them of their

42.  unwarranted, unprovoked, and militarized ACTS of piracy, plunder, pillage, theft,

43.  peonage, barratry, etc., upon this Natural, Living Man, and other peaceful

44.  inhabitants of this Land, its officers & crew have FAILED to produce their True Bills,

45.  Papers, CERTIFICATES OF ORIGIN, Ladings, Cargo Manifests, Financials,

46.  Chattels, Colors, Titles, signed Promissories, Oaths, BONDS, or any other

47.  measure, form or type, of Commercial Writs, Warrants, or REQUIRED proofs of

48.  sureties of insurance, which they have falsily “PRESUMED,” to have given them

49.  Lawful jurisdiction, power, authority, LICENSE, or privilege, to criminally sanction, or 

50. impose their military will and trades of USAFRUCT & SLAVERY upon the Land, or



51.  its People;

52. Wherein; As an “America National,” et al, I hold dear my inherent birthrights, and

53.  the protective shield of the XI’th Amendment, a “Prohibiton Against unLawful

54.  Contract,” which clearly & artfully states; “The Judicial power of the United States

55.  shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or

56.  prosecuted, against “one” of the United States by Citizens of another State, or by

57.  Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State,” and;

58. Wherein; This “ADMIRALTY VESSEL” with ‘REGISTRY’ of a FOREIGN

59.  STATE & POWER, and by the un-Lawful, reckless, and Will-ful Indiscretions of its

60.  officers & crew members, have been misusing the name of this “America National”

61.  to, falsely, presume that (i), the Living, Flesh & Blood Be’ing, am something other

62.  than an “American National,” an “American Sovereign,” a peaceful, non-bankrupt,

63.  non-corporate, non-military, non-combatant, non-Federal civilian, a Secured &

64.  Injured Third Party-under Trust, or anything other than a “Man of the Land,” by

65.  levying unlawful Claims to this name, in all caps, and misusing my first and last

66.  name, and misrepresenting the term “PERSON” to imply & presume that this “Man”

67.  be forced, or coerced into occupying some type of “OFFICE,” or “AGENCY,” of this

68.  FOREIGN CORPORATION, without this “Man’s,” Full Knowledge, or free willed-

69.  Consent.

  

70.  Wherein; the FAILURE of these officers & crew to produce, upon DEMAND, their

71.  identifying documents, ie; their credits, laws, mandates, entitlements, or rules, etc;,

72.  granting them such jurisdictional power or authority, to commit such atrocities upon

73.  Land, has placed their “ADMIRALTY SHIP” in severe, and undeniable BREACH of 

74.  International Commercial Laws, Common Laws, Constitutional Laws, Natural Laws, 
and Universal Laws;



75.  Wherein; this “COMMERCIAL/MERCHANT/MILITARY/ADMIRALTY VESSEL,” is

76.  found to have been “ABANDONED by DISHONOR,” and their officers & crew are,

77.  NOW, Subject to “COMMERCIAL SALVAGE LIENS” for their “DISHONOR,” and

78.  are NOW subject to the Jurisdiction of the Land, and its “Supreme Laws of the

79.  Land.” This “Vessel,” along with its “officers & crewmembers, and are NO

80.  LONGER immune from indictment, prosecution, penalty, Bounty, or SALVAGE, as

81.  they may have “presumed” they were under the Maritime, Admiralty, or statutory

82.  laws of the SEA;

83.      Therefore; As with all other items of dis-garded trash, treasures, and other

84.  assundries, washed up with the surf, and onto the shores of the Land, this “Flagged

85.  Commercial & Military Vessel,” along with its treasonous & warlike officers, crew,

86.  and all of its SALVAGEABLE assetts, ie; booty, plunder, and other prizes of war,

87.  are, HERE-IN-NOW, the Property of the “Salvor,” to be re-distributed, and shared

88.  with all other Natural Men, Women, and Children, who would, if they so choose,

89.  make equal & Law-ful CLAIM(s) against this “Vessel,” its officers, crew members,

90.  and against this vessel’s plundered cargo, and other properties found to be their’s,

91.  or to their estates;

ENFORCEMENT:

 

92. The __________ COUNTY SHERIFF, __________, under the Lawful Warrant of his

93.  Constitional Oath of Office, which he uttered, swore, signed, bonded, and of which

94.  was born of his true intent & allegience to the peaceful inhabitants of the Land, and

95.  in compliance with the “Supreme Laws of the Land,” and NOT to, or of, the SEA;

96.  SHALL, upon receipt of this NOTICE, and without undue pause, or hesitation, and

97.  with the assistance of his Deputies, the Court’s Bailiff, and/or the Militia,



98.  approach, detain, restrain, arrest, incarcerate, and hold for trial, Officers/Misters,

99.  _____________________, and ‘crewmen _________________ ,’ without the

100. opportunity of their setting bail, or bond;

101.     These Officers & crew SHALL be read their Rights under International &

102. Constitutional Law, and held until such time, as a Constitutional Article III Court

103. of Record, or an International Tribunal of Natural Justice, with a Free,

104. untethered, unfettered, undisturbed, and unobstructed, Grand Jury can be 

105. convened to call witnesses, hear, review, adjudicate, and validate the charges

106. levied against this “Military Vessel,” and against its officers & crew;

107.     This “Admiralty Ship” the “H.M.S. _______________ COUNTY COMBINED

108. COURTS,” itself, being an inanimate object of brick, mortar, steel, construction,

109. and built with stolen, plundered, and embezzled Public & Private monies funds &

110. Trusts, and created from the labor & sweat of Natural men & women, SHALL be

111. seized & occupied by the Sheriff, his Deputies, and/or the Militia, until such time,   

112.  as this “Admiralty Vessel,” is refitted, and properly modified to “Land-worthy

113. specifications,” and its remaining crew is disinfected, sterilized, and the crew re-

114. educated, informed, and potentially repatriatized.

115. Those remaining crew members NOT choosing to repatriate themselves to the

116. Land jurisdiction, SHALL be detained, restrained, arrested, and incarcerated, 

117. along with the above mentioned officers & crew members, until such time, as the

118. charges of like- treason, and misprison of treason, are read against them by the

119. Grand Jury, and their true & genuine status & standing are clearly identified, and

120. clarified.



CHARGING DOCUMENTS:

121. IMPORTANT NOTICE: THE TERMS & CONDITIONS OF THESE CHARGING 
DOCUMENTS ARE NON-NEGOTIABLE!

122.      Though NOT exclusive, or exhaustive, the following instruments of Law, based

123.  on the ROMAN MAXIM of “those who create the laws, shall obey the laws,”

124.  SHALL be used by the _____________ COUNTY SHERIFF, his Deputies, and/or

125.  Milita, for the purposes of detaining, restraining, arresting, incarcerating, and 

126.  otherwise processing the above captioned “PERSONS,” et al;

120.  The _______________ COUNTY SHERIFF, as the County’s “JUSTICE OF THE

121.  PEACE,” SHALL, again without fear, trepidation, hesitation, or waiver, use the 

122. following Rules of law to, also, DISMISS, WITH EXTREME PREJUDICE,  ALL

123.  ALLEGED CHARGES, JUDGMENTS, ORDERS, SENTENCES, FINES, FEES,

124.  WRITS, OR WARRANTS, LEVIED AGAINST this innocent Natural Man, and he

125.  SHALL COMMAND, that this Natural Man’s PUBLIC RECORD BE CLEARED &

126.  EXPUNGED OF THESE FALSE, FABRICATED, AND FRAUDULENT “CRIMES”

127.  FROM ALL LISTS, REGISTERIES, AND DATA LOGS, AND FROM WHEREVER

128.  this Natural Man’s good name (NAME) has been commercially tarnished,

129.  obstructed, slandered, libeled, or defiled; Along with the EXPUNGEMENT of the

130.  PUBLIC RECORD, the MONTROSE COUNTY SHERIFF SHALL, without pause,

131.  or delay, return this Natural Man’s “Mugshots,” and his “Fingerprints,” as these are

132.  “Private Property,” which were STOLEN from him, and from his Patented eState,

133.  as souveniers of war, booty, and/or military prize. 

134. 15 U.S. Code § 1 - Trusts, etc., in restraint of trade illegal; penalty; which 
states;



     “Every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in 
restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, is 

declared to be illegal. Every person who shall make any contract or engage in any 

combination or conspiracy hereby declared to be illegal shall be deemed guilty of a 

felony, and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine not exceeding 

$100,000,000 if a corporation, or, if any other person, $1,000,000, or by imprisonment 

not exceeding 10 years, or by both said punishments, in the discretion of the (this) 

court.”

135).  15 U.S. Code § 2 - Monopolizing trade a felony; penalty, which states;

     “Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, or combine or 
conspire with any other person or persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or 

commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, shall be deemed guilty of 

a felony, and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine not exceeding 

$100,000,000 if a corporation, or, if any other person, $1,000,000, or by imprisonment 

not exceeding 10 years, or by both said punishments, in the discretion of the (this) 

court.”

136.  The Sherman Antitrust Act (Sherman Act,[1] 26 Stat. 209, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1–7) is 

a landmark federal statute in the history of United States antitrust law (or "competition 

law") passed by Congress in 1890.  It prohibits certain business activities that federal 

government regulators deem to be anti-competitive, and requires the federal 

government to investigate and pursue trusts.  It has since, more broadly, been used to 

oppose the combination of entities that could potentially harm competition, such as 

monopolies or cartels.  

  

137. Colo. Const. Art. XXIX, Section 6 (2012); Section 6. Penalty, which states;
     “Any public officer, member of the general assembly, local government official or 
government employee who breaches the public trust for private gain and any person or 
entity inducing such breach shall be liable to the state or local jurisdiction for double the 
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amount of the financial equivalent of any benefits obtained by such actions. The manner 
of recovery and additional penalties may be provided by law. Gifts from Lobbyists. A 
professional lobbyists (ie; CTSI, COLORADO BAR ASSOCIATION) may not give gifts 
or things of value to government officials or employees at all, in any amount.” 
Independent Ethics Commission Position Statement 09-01

138. USC 18 §241; CONSPIRACY AGAINST RIGHTS, which states; “If two or more persons 
conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any person in any State in the free exercise 
or enjoyment of any right they shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten 
years, or both,” and; 

139. USC 18 §242; DEPRIVATION OF RIGHTS UNDER COLOR OF LAW, which 
states; “Whoever, under color of any law, statute, ordinance, regulation, or custom, 
willfully subjects any person in any State the deprivation of any rights shall be fined 
under this title or imprisoned not more than one year, or both;”

140. 18 USC § 1025 - False pretenses on high seas and other waters;

     “Whoever, upon any waters or vessel within the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of 
the United States (“the People’s Land”), by any fraud, or false pretense, obtains from any 
person anything of value, or procures the execution and delivery of any instrument of writing or 
conveyance of real or personal property, or the signature of any person, as maker, endorser, or 
guarantor, to or upon any bond, bill, receipt, promissory note, draft, or check, or any other 
evidence of indebtedness, or fraudulently sells, barters, or disposes of any bond, bill, receipt, 
promissory note, draft, or check, or other evidence of indebtedness, for value, knowing the 
same to be worthless, or knowing the signature of the maker, endorser, or guarantor 
thereof to have been obtained by any false pretenses, shall be fined under this title or 
imprisoned not more than five years, or both; but if the amount, value or the face value of 
anything so obtained does not exceed $1,000, he shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not 
more than one year, or both;”

141. 18 USC § 912 - Officer or employee of the United States:
     “Whoever falsely assumes or pretends to be an officer or employee acting under the 
authority of the United States or any department, agency or officer thereof, and acts as such, or 
in such pretended character demands or obtains any money, paper, document, or thing of 
value, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both;”  
 
142. Title #28, which refers to the “FOREIGN CORPORATE STATE,” a.k.a. “B.A.R.”, a.k.a. 
“BRITISH ACCREDITATION REGISTRY,” and, also, identifies All Federal, State, County, and 
Municipal judges & magistrates, and mandates a “required membership of the B.A.R. of the 
location in which an individual is to serve as a magistrate judge;”

143. 18 U.S. Code § 1651 - Piracy under law of nations

     “Whoever, on the high seas, commits the crime of piracy as defined by the law of nations, 
and is afterwards brought into or found in the United States, shall be imprisoned for life.”

144. 18 U.S. Code § 1652 - Citizens as pirates



     “Whoever, being a citizen of the United States, commits any murder or robbery, or any act of 
hostility against the United States, or against any citizen thereof, on the high seas, under color 
of any commission from any foreign prince, or state, or on pretense of authority from any 
person, is a pirate, and shall be imprisoned for life.”

145. 18 U.S. Code § 1653 - Aliens as pirates

     “Whoever, being a citizen or subject of any foreign state, is found and taken on the sea 
making war upon the United States, or cruising against the vessels and property thereof, or of 
the citizens of the same, contrary to the provisions of any treaty existing between the United 
States and the state of which the offender is a citizen or subject, when by such treaty such acts 
are declared to be piracy, is a pirate, and shall be imprisoned for life.”

146. 18 U.S. Code § 1654 - Arming or serving on privateers

     “Whoever, being a citizen of the United States, without the limits thereof, fits out and arms, or 
attempts to fit out and arm or is concerned in furnishing, fitting out, or arming any private vessel 
of war or privateer, with intent that such vessel shall be employed to cruise or commit hostilities 
upon the citizens of the United States or their property; or Whoever takes the command of or 
enters on board of any such vessel with such intent; or Whoever purchases any interest in any 
such vessel with a view to share in the profits thereof—Shall be fined under this title or 
imprisoned not more than ten years, or both.”

147. 18 U.S. Code § 1656 - Conversion or surrender of vessel

     “Whoever, being a captain or other officer or mariner of a vessel upon the high seas or on 
any other waters within the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States, piratically or 
feloniously runs away with such vessel, or with any goods or merchandise thereof, to the value 
of $50 or over; or Whoever yields up such vessel voluntarily to any pirate—Shall be fined under 
this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both.”

148.  18 U.S. Code § 1657 - Corruption of seamen and confederating with pirates

     “Whoever attempts to corrupt any commander, master, officer, or mariner to yield up or to run 
away with any vessel, or any goods, wares, or merchandise, or to turn pirate or to go over to or 
confederate with pirates, or in any wise to trade with any pirate, knowing him to be such; or
 Whoever furnishes such pirate with any ammunition, stores, or provisions of any kind; or
 Whoever fits out any vessel knowingly and, with a design to trade with, supply, or correspond 
with any pirate or robber upon the seas; or Whoever consults, combines, confederates, or 
corresponds with any pirate or robber upon the seas, knowing him to be guilty of any piracy or 
robbery; or Whoever, being a seaman, confines the master of any vessel—
Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.”

149.  18 U.S. Code § 1658 - Plunder of distressed vessel

      “(a) Whoever plunders, steals, or destroys any money, goods, merchandise, or other effects 
from or belonging to any vessel in distress, or wrecked, lost, stranded, or cast away, upon the 
sea, or upon any reef, shoal, bank, or rocks of the sea, or in any other place within the admiralty 
and maritime jurisdiction of the United States, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not 
more than ten years, or both.
     (b) Whoever willfully obstructs the escape of any person endeavoring to save his life from 
such vessel, or the wreck thereof; or Whoever holds out or shows any false light, or 
extinguishes any true light, with intent to bring any vessel sailing upon the sea into danger or 



distress or shipwreck—Shall be imprisoned not less than ten years and may be imprisoned for 
life.”

150. 18 U.S. Code § 1659 - Attack to plunder vessel

 “Whoever, upon the high seas or other waters within the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of 
the United States, by surprise or open force, maliciously attacks or sets upon any vessel 
belonging to another, with an intent unlawfully to plunder the same, or to despoil any owner 
thereof of any moneys, goods, or merchandise laden on board thereof, shall be fined under this 
title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both.”

 151.  18 U.S. Code § 1660 - Receipt of pirate property

 “Whoever, without lawful authority, receives or takes into custody any vessel, goods, or other 
property, feloniously taken by any robber or pirate against the laws of the United States, 
knowing the same to have been feloniously taken, shall be imprisoned not more than ten years.”

 152.  18 U.S. Code § 1661 - Robbery ashore

 “Whoever, being engaged in any piratical cruise or enterprise, or being of the crew of any 
piratical vessel, lands from such vessel and commits robbery on shore, is a pirate, and shall be 
imprisoned for life.”

153.  18 USC § 1016; 18 USC § 1018; 42 USC § 3795a; Colo. Const. Art. XII, Section 8; 
Colo. Const. Art. XXIX, Section 2; C.R.S. #30-10-111.

154.  42 USC § 14141 - Cause of action;
     “Unlawful conduct; It shall be unlawful for any governmental authority, or any agent thereof, 
or any person acting on behalf of a governmental authority, to engage in a pattern or practice of 
conduct by law enforcement officers or by officials or employees of any governmental agency 
with responsibility for the administration of juvenile justice or the incarceration of juveniles that 
deprives persons of rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the Constitution or 
laws of the United States;”

155.  ARTICLE III, SECT. ℇ 3; TREASON

156.  Colo. Const. Art. XXIX, Section 2 (2012); Section 2. Definitions; As used in this article, 
unless the context otherwise requires: (1) "Government employee" means any employee, 
including independent
contractors, of the state executive branch, the state legislative branch, a state agency, a public 
institution of higher education, or any local government, except a member of the general 
assembly or a public officer. >>>............
(2) (6) "Public officer" means any elected officer, including all statewide elected officeholders, 
the head of any department of the executive branch, and elected and appointed members of 
state boards and commissions. "Public officer" does not include a member of the general 
assembly, (or) a member of the judiciary!”

157. [1B-2g-5] Title 42 U.S.C. Section 1994: The holding of any person to service or labor under the 
system known as peonage is abolished and forever prohibited in any Territory or State of the United States; 



and all acts, laws, resolutions, orders, regulations, or usages of any Territory or State, which have 
heretofore established, maintained, or enforced, or by virtue of which any attempt shall hereafter be made 
to establish, maintain, or enforce, directly or indirectly, the voluntary or involuntary service or labor of any 
persons as peons, in liquidation of any debt or obligation, or otherwise, are declared null and void.

158.  [1B-2g-6] Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1581: Peonage; obstructing enforcement (a) Whoever holds or 
returns any person to a condition of peonage, or arrests any person with the intent of placing him in or 
returning him to a condition of peonage, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 years, 
or both. If death results from the violation of this section, or if the violation includes kidnapping or an 
attempt to kidnap, aggravated sexual abuse or the attempt to commit aggravated sexual abuse, or an 
attempt to kill, the defendant shall be fined under this title or imprisoned for any term of years or life, or 
both. (b) Whoever obstructs, or attempts to obstruct, or in any way interferes with or prevents the 
enforcement of this section, shall be liable to the penalties prescribed in subsection (a).

159.  [1B-2g-7] Title 18 U.S.C. Section 3: Whoever, knowing that an offense against the United States has 
been committed, receives, relieves, comforts or assists the offender in order to hinder or prevent his 
apprehension, trial or punishment, is an accessory after the fact. Except as otherwise expressly provided 
by any Act of Congress, an accessory after the fact shall be imprisoned not more than one-half the 
maximum term of imprisonment or (notwithstanding section 3571) fined not more than one-half the 
maximum fine prescribed for the punishment of the principal, or both; or if the principal is punishable by life 
imprisonment or death, the accessory shall be imprisoned not more than 15 years.  

SUPPORTING CASE (COMMON) LAW:

160.  "No officer can acquire jurisdiction by deciding he has it. The officer, 
whether judicial or ministerial, decides at his own peril." Middleton v. Low (1866), 
30 C. 596, citing Prosser v. Secor (1849), 5 Barb.(N.Y) 607, 608.

161.  "The innocent individual who is harmed by an abuse of governmental 
authority is assured that he will be compensated for his injury." Owens v. City of 
Independence, 100 S. Ct 1398 (1980).

162.  “Attorneys can’t testify; statements of counsel in brief or in oral 
argument are not facts before the court.” – Unites States v. Lovable 4 U.S. 
783,97 S. 2004, 52 L. Ed. 2d 752 and Gonzales v. Buist 224 U.S. 126. 56 L.. 
693. 32. Ct. 463.S.



163.  “An attorney for the plaintiff cannot admit evidence into the court.  He 
is either an attorney or a witness,” and, “Statements of counsel in brief or 
in argument are not facts before the court.” – Trinsey v. Pagliaro D.C. Pa 
(1964), 229 F. Supp. 647

164. “All codes, rule and regulations are applicable to the government 
authorities only, not human/Creators in accordance with God laws.  All codes, 
rules and regulations are unconstitutional and lacking in due process.” – 
Rodriques v Ray Donavan (U.S. Department of Labor, 769 F. 2d 1344, 1348 
(1985).

165.  “Mere good faith assertions of power and authority (jurisdiction) have 
been abolished” – Owens v. The City of Independence (1980)

166.  “Courts are constituted by authority and they cannot go beyond that 
power delegated to them.  If they act beyond that authority, and certainly in 
contravention of it, their judgments or orders are regarded as nullities; 
they are voidable, but simply void, and this even prior to reversal.” - 
 WILLIAMSON v. BERRY, 8 HOW. 945. 540 12 L. Ed. 1170, 1189 (1850).

167. “Once jurisdiction is challenged, the court cannot proceed when it 
clearly appears that the court lacks jurisdiction, the court has no authority 
to reach merits, but rather should dismiss the action.” – Melo v. U.S., 505 F 
2d 1026

168.  “There is no discretion to ignore lack of jurisdiction.” – Joyce v. U.S. 
474 2D 215.

169. “The burden shifts to the court to prove jurisdiction.” – Rosemond v. 
Lambert, 469 F 2d 416



170.  Court must prove on the record, all jurisdiction facts related to the 
jurisdiction asserted.” – Lantana v. Hopper, 102 F. 2d 188; Chicago v. New York 
37 F Supp. 150

171. “The law provides that once State and Federal Jurisdiction has been 
challenged, it must be proven.”  100 S. Ct. 2502 (1980)

172. “Jurisdiction can be challenged at any time.” Basso v. Utah Power & 
Light Co. 495 F 2d 906, 910.

173. “Once challenged, jurisdiction cannot be assumed, it must be proved to 
exist.” Stuck v. Medical Examiners 94 Ca 2d 751. 211 P2d 389.

174. “Jurisdiction, once challenged, cannot be assumed and must be decided.” 
Maine v. Thiboutot 100 S. Ct. 250.

175. “The law requires proof of jurisdiction to appear on the record of the 
administrative agency and all administrative proceedings.” Hagans v Lavine 415 
U.S. 533.

176. “Where rights are secured by the Constitution are involved, there can be no 
rule making or legislation which would abrogate them.”  - Miranda v. Arizona, 
384 US 436 at 491.

177.  Corpus Juris Secundum: "The Body of Law" or Legal encyclopedia, Volume 
7, Section 4: as quoted: "Attorney & client: An Attorney's "first" duty is to the Courts 
(1st) and the public (2nd) and not to the client (3rd), and wherever the duties to an 
attorney's client "conflict" with those interests that he/she owes his allegiance to, as an 
officer of the court in the administration of justice, the former must yield to the latter." 
 



178. "No officer can acquire jurisdiction by deciding he has it. The officer, whether 
judicial or ministerial, decides at his own peril." Middleton v. Low (1866), 30 C. 596, 
citing Prosser v. Secor (1849), 5 Barb.(N.Y) 607, 608.

179. " ...If one individual does not possess such a right over the conduct of another 
[Good and Lawful Christian Man], no number of individuals [in a deliberative body] 
can possess such a right.   All combinations, therefore, to effect such an object, are 
injurious, not only to the individuals particularly oppressed, but to the public at 
large". People v. Fisher, 14Wend.(N.Y.) 9, 28 Am.Dec. 501

180. The U.S. Supreme Court has stated, that, "No state legislator or 
executive or judicial officer can war against the Constitution without 
violating his undertaking to support it." Cooper v. Aaron, 358 U.S. 1, 78 S.Ct. 
1401 (1958).

181.  “Any judge who does not comply with his oath to the Constitution of the 
United States wars against that Constitution and engages in acts in violation of 
the Supreme Law of the Land. The judge is engaged in acts of treason.  
Having taken at least two, if not three, oaths of office to support the Constitution 
of the United States, and the Constitution of the State of Illinois, any judge who 
has acted in violation of the Constitution is engaged in an act or acts of treason 
(see below). If a judge does not fully comply with the Constitution, then his 
orders are void,” In re Sawyer, 124 U.S. 200 (1888), he/she is without 
jurisdiction, and he/she has engaged in an act or acts of treason.

182.  “Whenever a judge acts where he/she does not have jurisdiction to 
act, the judge is engaged in an act or acts of treason.” U.S. v. Will, 449 U.S. 
200, 216, 101 S.Ct. 471, 66 L.Ed.2d 392, 406 (1980); Cohens v. Virginia, 19 U.S. 
(6 Wheat) 264, 404, 5 L.Ed 257 (1821) What is the penalty for treason? Please 
reply in particularity & specificity.

183. “Any judge or attorney who does not report the above judges for treason as 
required by law may themselves be guilty of misprision of treason.” 18 U.S.C. 
Section 2382.

184.  “It is where the “court,” or a (crew) member, is corrupted, influenced, is 
attempted, or where the judge has not performed his judicial function --- thus 
where the impartial functions of the court have been directly corrupted."

185.  It is also clear [IN THIS CASE], and well-settled Illinois law that any attempt 
to commit "fraud upon the court vitiates the entire proceeding.” The People 
of the State of Illinois v. Fred E. Sterling, 357 Ill. 354; 192 N.E. 229 (1934);



165.  "The maxim that fraud vitiates every transaction into which it enters 
applies to judgments as well as to contracts and other transactions." Allen 
F. Moore v. Stanley F. Sievers, 336 Ill. 316; 168 N.E. 259 (1929);

186.  "The maxim that fraud vitiates every transaction into which it 
enters...," In re Village of Willowbrook, 37 Ill.App.2d 393 (1962);

187.  "It is axiomatic that fraud vitiates everything." Dunham v. Dunham, 57 
Ill.App. 475 (1894), affirmed 162 Ill. 589 (1896); Skelly Oil Co. v. Universal Oil 
Products Co., 338 Ill.App. 79, 86 N.E.2d 875, 883-4 (1949);

188.  Thomas Stasel v. The Federal law, states; “when any officer of the court 
has committed "fraud upon the court," the orders and judgment of [THIS, 
OR] that court are void, of no legal force or effect.”

COURT DEMANDS RELIEF & REMEDY:

189. "The innocent individual who is harmed by an abuse of governmental authority is 
assured that he will be compensated for his injury." Owens v. City of 
Independence, 100 S.Ct 1398 (1980).

190.  "There can be no sanction or penalty imposed upon one because of this exercise of 
constitutional rights." [Sherer v. Cullen, 481 F 946.]

Definitions: BLACK‘S LAW DICTIONARY, FIFTH EDITION 

191.  Foreign: The term "foreign" when applied to a corporation or partnership means a 
corporation or partnership which is not domestic. 

192.  Foreign service of process: Service of process for the acquisition of 
jurisdiction by a court in the United States upon a person in a foreign country is 
prescribed by Fed R. Civ. P. 4 (i) and 28 U.S.C.A. § 1608. Service of process of, and 
on, a foreign corporation is governed by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(d) (3). 

193.  Profiteering: Taking advantage of unusual or exceptional circumstance to make 
excessive profit; e.g. selling of scarce or essential goods at inflated price during time of 
emergency or war. 

194.  Person: In general usage, a human being (i.e. natural person) though by statute 
term may include a firm, labor organizations, partnerships, associations, corporations, 



legal representative, trustees, trustees in bankruptcy, or receivers. National Labor 
Relations act, §2(1). A corporation is a “person,” and “PERSON,” within the meaning of 
equal protection and due process provisions of the United States Constitution.

195.  Foreign Court: The courts of a foreign state or nation. In the United States, this
         term is frequently applied to the courts of one of the states when their judgment or
         records are introduced in the courts of another.

196.  Foreign jurisdiction: Any jurisdiction foreign to that of the forum; e.g. a sister 
state or another country. Also the exercise by a state or nation jurisdiction beyond 
its own territory. Long-arm Service of process is a form of such foreign or 
extraterritorial jurisdiction.

197. REGISTRATION: Recording; inserting in an official register; the act of 
making a list, catalogue, schedule, or register, particularly of an official 
character, or of making entries therein.

198. MARITIME LAW: Law governing sea or seaport bound actions conducted and 
commerce transacted. Registration, license, and inspection procedures for ships 
and shipping contracts, insurance and carriage of goods and passengers are 
included.

199. SALVAGE LIEN: a maritime lien by a person who has helped in saving a ship, part 
of a ship and or its cargo. Maritime law recognises theses liens to be legitimate.

200.  Lien Release: A lien release is when the holder of a lien, or security interest 
in a piece of property, lifts or waives the lien, rendering the property free to 
purchase.

201. SALVAGE VALUE: The residual value of a product when it has reached the end of 
its productive life but still has a value if salvaged for recycling or reselling its parts.

202. SALVAGE PROPERTY: Property that is no longer valuable as its intended 
purpose but has value as scrap or as being resold.

ATTESTMENT OF OATH & AFFIRMATION: 

203.  As Grantor, as Beneficiary, “Holder-in-due-course,” “Witness,” an “Injured Party,”

204.  and as a “unique living individual being,” an “unincorporable, non-military, non-

205. bankrupt, and non-combatant man & woman on the Land,” and NOT born of, or

206.  inhabiting the Sea, along with my “Digital Signature” below, is my Oath, my

http://thelawdictionary.org/registration/
http://thelawdictionary.org/registration/
http://thelawdictionary.org/inspection/
http://thelawdictionary.org/inspection/
http://thelawdictionary.org/maritime-lien/
http://thelawdictionary.org/maritime-lien/
http://thelawdictionary.org/maritime-law/
http://thelawdictionary.org/maritime-law/
http://thelawdictionary.org/legitimate/
http://thelawdictionary.org/legitimate/
http://thelawdictionary.org/security-interest/
http://thelawdictionary.org/security-interest/
http://thelawdictionary.org/residual-value/
http://thelawdictionary.org/residual-value/


207.  Affirmation, my Bond, my Honor, to expose & present the Truth, the whole

208.  Truth, and NOTHING but the Truth, so help me GOD!  

209. As “unincorporable, non-combatant, and non-bankrupt man & woman of the Land,” 

210. NO CORPORATE SIGNATURE OR SEAL is, then, necessary, or REQUIRED,

211. under Universal & Natural Law.  

212. All Rights & Protections Reserved © 2015 - Status quo ante bellum. 

X    ______________________________   Date:____/____//2015 
        Authorized Agent/Petitioner/Court Administrator/Beneficiary of Trust

THESE NOTICES, DEMANDS, AND “SALVAGE LIENS,” ARE VALID & EXECUTABLE 
TENDER IN, OR ON, ANY FOREIGN COURT OF LAW, De’Facto, or De’jure, by ANY 
one Natural Man, or Woman, Living on the Land, and it is the Civic Duty of the 
COUNTY SHERIFF, his Deputies, or members of the Militia, the COUNTY CLERK, and/
or ALL PUBLIC TRUSTEES, to ACCEPT, ENDORSE, SERVICE, and to EXECUTE, 
WITHOUT DELAY, OR OBSTRUCTION, these NOTICES, WRITS, DEMANDS & 
RIGHTS OF SALVAGE!........ and, Without Exception, or Sanction!..............PERIOD!!

Cc: ALLEGED PLAINTIFF(S)

Cc: GOVERNOR, STATE OF __________________________

Cc: UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT CLERK

Cc: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

Cc: UNITED STATES POSTMASTER GENERAL

CC: VATICAN BANK OF SETTLEMENTS



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

NOTICE TO AGENT IS NOTICE TO PRINCIPLE! NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL IS 
NOTICE TO AGENT!

Having exhausted his/her DEMANDS, ORDERS, PETITIONS, with the Private, 
Foreign, De’Facto Courts, Petitioner, no longer bound by the fraud of this court, 
may, at his own discretion, provide service to whom he will, in Public & Private 
venues, without having to NOTICE the De’Facto Courts.  


